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The egects of an interaction between the spin of the incident neutron and the spin of the target nucleus
are considered in the framework of the optical model. It is found that the differential elastic scattering is
insensitive to the interaction. However, the interaction splits the single-particle states, and the elastic
scattering shows structure as a function of energy when the absorption is small. The spin-spin interaction
has negligible eBect on the polarization. The rotation parameter E(8) and the asymmetry parameter A (8)
are sensitive to the spin-spin interaction for 8=180' and 90', respectively. For angles near the minima in
the differential elastic scattering, the depolarization is approximately zero.

are spread out and the calculations do not give any
structure.

The optical model with a central —plus —spin-orbit
potential gives zero for the spin-Qip amplitude for
scattering in the forward direction because of the
conservation of the Z component of angular momentum.
Hence the rotation R(0') and the depolarization D(0')
are unity and the polarization P(0') and asymmetry
A(0') are zero. The spin-spin interaction allows the
incident neutron to Qip its spin, p=-,' —+ p= —~, when
scattered in the forward direction; thus Z(0') and
D(0') are no longer identically unity. The simplest
method of detecting a spin-spin interaction would be to
measure R and D in the forward direction. A departure
from unity would con6rm the presence of a spin-spin
interaction. The calculations predict the departure of
R and D from unity to be small in the forward direction
because only amplitudes dependent on PP(cos8) are
nonzero, and thus measurements in the forward direc-
tion may not be pro6table.

The most dramatic eBect on R due to the spin-spin
interaction is for g= 180 . The spin-spin interaction can
cause Il. to become positive where as for I=O, E(180')
= —I. In the absence of a spin-spin interaction the
depolarization is identically unity for all angles. The
The spin-spin interaction causes D to approach zero
for angles corresponding to the minima in the diGer-
ential elastic scattering.

In the present work the channel-spin coupling
representation is used and the spin-Qip and nonspin-
Qip amplitudes are obstained by using vector addition
coeKcients to transform to the uncoupled representa-
tion. In Sec. II we give the mathematical formulation
and in Sec. III we present the results.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIOÃ

We consider. the elastic scattering of neutrons, spin —,',
by target nuclei, spin /. The interaction is de6ned by
the complex potential

—V(r) = V~f(r)+iWg(r)+Vr 4a'h(r) I e
+V,.~.ml (r)1 ~, (1)~
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~~UER the past decade various refinements have been
made to the optical-model potential 6rst proposed

by Feshbach, Porter, and Weisskopf. ' In the present
work a term of the form Vr,F(r)I e, proposed, by
Feshbach, ' is added to the usual optical-model potential,
where I is the spin of the target nucleus, and e= (2/0) s,
where s is the spin of the incident neutron and F(r) is

the form factor. The usual optical-model potential
produces no depolarization, i.e., D=1.0. We 6nd that
the introduction of a term dependent on the target
spin produces depolarization; however, the term has
negligible effect on the polarization. If the spin-orbit
interaction is zero the spin-spin interaction would

produce no polarization when the target in unpolarized.
The Vr,F(r) I e term can modify the polarization only
through the presence of the spin-orbit term. Thus, it
has a small eQect on the polarization.

The characteristic eGect produced by the spin-spin
term is the splitting of the single-particle resonances.
The spin-orbit term splits a state of angular momentum
l into two states: j=l&-,'. If one considers a central
potential plus a spin-spin interaction, the single-

particle state l is split into several states. For the
channel spin, 8=I+ ', and, l&)S, t-here are 2I+2
resonances for I= jl—I—

2~ to I=l+I+~. One t'here-

fore expects to see resonances in the differential elastic
scattering, polarization, asymmetry, and depolarization.
For example, for the scattering of neutrons by "Al
(I=~) we took the central potential V,=50 MeU and.

the spin-orbit potential V&,=6 MeU. The f7/2 partial
wave resonates at E~=4.2 MeU. Upon introducing the
spin-spin interaction we would expect to see resonances

for l=3 in channels J=O to 6. When the absorption
potential lV is zero, the calculated differential elastic-
scattering cross section shows resonances as a function
of energy. For any reasonable value of 8" the states

+%'ork supported in part through funds provided by the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission under Contract No. AT(30-1)-2098.

' H. Feshbach, C. E. Porter, and V. F. Weisskopf, Phys. Rev.
96, 448 (1954).' H. Feshbach, in Nuclear Spectroscopy Part J3, edited by Pay
Ajzenberg-Selove (Academic Press Inc., New York, 1960).
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where
f(r)=[1+exp(r—R)/aj ',

1 df(r)
k(r) =——rdr'
g(r) =Srj(r)+(1—Sr)4ark(r),

and R=roA' '. The parameter S~ determines the ratio
of volume to surface absorption.

The spin-orbit term is of the Thomas type where 'A

is the pion Compton wavelength, taken to be V2 F
exactly. The form factor for the spin-spin interaction
was taken to be h(r) for convenience in computation.
In this model the real part of the potential accounts for
refraction of the incident wave, the imaginary part
provides for absorption, the spin-orbit term generates
polarization and the spin-spin interaction produces
depolarization.

The wave function describing the scattering is written
in the channel-spin representation. The neutron spin is
coupled to the spin of the nucleus to give states of
channel spin S. The usual separation of the radial
and angular coordinates of the channel radius r is made
giving states of relative orbital angular momentum lm.
Finally the channel spin S is coupled to I to give states
of good JM. Thus

where
Ps(~M=

~
(Is)stJM)(1/r)fs(~ (r), (2)

s( JM

JMSl
(4)

Kith this choice of representation the spin-spin
interaction is diagonal giving —(I+1) when S=I 2—
and I for S=I+-', . Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), and (4)
into the Schrodinger equation for scattering in the
center-of-mass system, multiplying on the left by
((Is)stJM! and integrating over angular variables
gives the following coupled equations:

218
+ E+Vrf(r)+iWg(r)

dr' A2

t (t+1)
Vrr4a2h(r) — fs(~(r)

2r

=2 ~ss "fs )'(r), (~)

where S, S' take the values I+~. The coupling matrix
element

aa '= (. ~' (+ )L( + )( '+ )j'"( ) + '

x[w(Ist+ti[ ;J)w(Is't+t[ ,'I)--
—W(ISt-t~-;I) W(IS't-t~-;J)]k(r). (6)

( (Is)stJM) =g (Ims//, ( Sm+//, ) (tM m //Sm—+//, —[ JM)
yy mX e(i(V M—m—

p(gy) } (3)

The total wave function is

ln Eq. (6) t+ and t =t~-'„respectively, and the W's
are Racah coefficients. For each J value there are
2I+2 allowed values of t(J&I+'2). For t=J+(I+'2)
the equations are uncoupled; however, for the remaining
2I values of t the functions fr+~)~(r) and fr ~(~(r)
are coupled.

For r(R, where the interaction V(r) is nonzero,
Eqs. (5) were solved numerically. For an incident
partial-wave channel

~
Jts) the boundary conditions

which yield the scattering matrix elements SssJ' and
Sss J' are

fs(~ (R~) =Is(~ (R~) Ssa~'—Os(~ (R~),
fs (~(R )= —Sas ~'Os)~(R ). (7)

The functions Ia(~(r) and Oa(~(r) are the usual ingoing
and outgoing waves,

Is('(r) = r(n((r) ij ((r))—,
Oa(~(r) =r(n((r)+ij((r)) . (g)

To calculate the observables we must evaluate the
scattering amplitudes A„„" (Q). The amplitude A„„"
(Q) gives the probability that the neutron initially in
state ~-'2/() will be scattered to state ~-2, /(') while the
target changes from initial-state spin I, projection m
to its final-state ~In). The scattering amplitudes are
obtained by transforming from the channel-spin
representation in which the S matrix elements are
calculated, to the uncoupled representation using the
usual vector-addition coefficients. Hence

-(t—)x()! '/'

g (2t+1) P)["[(cosg)e("~
2ik ( (t+ ~) ()!
)( ( 1)o+[x[)/2 P (S,J( g, )

Jss~

&& (In ', //'! S'n+/2') (Im-,'//! Sm+/()-
&& (Sm+/2 to

~
J m+//) (S' n+ p,

' 9,
~
J m+ p), (9)

where
X=m+/2 n //,

' and —Q—= (g,&).

It is convenient to write the non-spin-Qip amplitudes

ate�(Q)

dna (g)e((m—e) y

1 (t ]m-n—[)!-'"
P(2t+ 1) e/(m n)PP [m—n—[

2ik 2 (t+ (m —n~)!

y(cosg)( —1)( "+[en "()/2 Q (S Jl—8 )
JSS'

y (In-', —,
' ~S' n+ ,')(Im ', ,' [Sm+ ',)--—-

&((S'n+2 t m —n( J m+22)

X(Sm+-', tO(Jm+-', ), (1O)
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and the spin-Qip amplitude

2 1 f""((1)
n m (8)&i(m n—+1)e

(t Im-——~y 1 I)!-))2
P (2t+1) — I')I"—"+'I

2ie i (t+ Im —~+1 I)!

X (cosg)e'( "+')i)(—1)(m n+"+I n+'I)&'

X 2 (Sss '—4s )(»2 —
e IS'ii —e)(Im2klSm+2)

X (S' e——' 1 m —)i+1
I
J m+-')

X (S m+-,'))Ol J m+-', ). (11)

The amplitudes have the following symmetry properties:

nm(g) ( 1)m—ng 1 f
—n -m(g)

nm(g) ( ] ) m—ng ~ 1
n —m—

(g)

(12)

(13)

nm (g) If n m (8)e
—ie)

=e, (m—n»
I

(14),nm(8)eiy If
&

&nm(g) )
~

~

%e write the scattering matrix M in terms of two-
dimensional submatrices M . The diagonal terms of
M"m are the non-spin-fop amplitudes A;fnm(8) and the
off-diagonal terms are the spin-fHp amplitudes 8 1 fnm(8)

scattering of neutrons by an unpolarized target:

Io(S,")= P(S;")P Tr(M" S;"M" tS"). (18)
2 (2I+.1) v mn

The intensity of an unpolarized beam of neutrons is
given by taking (8,")= 1 and S;"=1.Thus'

E(l~""I'+IIf""I')
2I+1 mn

To obtain expressions for the polarization, rotation,
asymmetry, and depolarization we specify the following
axes. The direction normal to the scattering plane is
denoted by n:

k;Xkg
n=

Ik;Xkr I

Taking k, along the s direction and kq in the x-s plane,
n is along the y direction. The direction perpendicular
to the incident direction is defined by

nX&;

lnxk;I

The unit vector s; is in the x direction. The unit vector
s~, perpendicular to the outgoing direction is dined by

Using Eqs. (12) and (13),

~nm ( 1)m n&i(m n)e— —
Thus,

nXk;
Sy=

lnxkrl
'

xl
( gf lnm(g)

f&nm(g)eie

n —
m(g)&

—ie—
(15)

n —m(g)—
To calculate the observables we use the density matrix
formalism. ' The expectation value of the operators 5& is

e n=o„, ir s,=o.„ ir sr ——O., cos8—a, sing. (20)

The polarization is the expectation value of e when the
incident beam is unpolarized. Equations (18) and (20)

I.(8)= Q(8")Tr (AS"MtS&) .
2 (2I+1)

(16)
kf

The initial state is described by specifying the average
values of the operators 5". The bar denotes the statis-
tical average and the quantum-mechanical average is
denoted by the brackets. In Eq. (16), I() is the intensity
and 3f is the scattering matrix.

In the uncoupled representation the operators S" are
products of operators of the incident neutron S;" and
the target nucleus 5&",

k f'

k

5"=5"5 " (17)

VVhen neutrons are scattered by unpolarized targets,
5&"——1, and if measurements are only made of the
scattered neutrons, Sin=1. Combining Eqs. (14), (16),
and (17) we obtain the following expression for the

& I,, l)I(olfenstein, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 6, 43 (1956).

Fxo. 1.The unit vectors used to specify the polarization,
rotation, and asymmetry.

' To simplify the notation we make the abbreviations
gnm g ) )asm(6!)

and
finn —fi f 1nm (())
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give TAsLE I. Optical-model parameters (MeV).

I,Pn P 2 f~nm*gnm
2I+1 nm

(21) U1

48
TV

5.75
Ui

5.5 7.58

The only component which is nonzero is perpendicular
to the scattering plane.

The asymmetry is a measure of the component of the
incident beam which is polarized along the incident
direction k; which after scattering points in the direction
nXkr, see Fig. 1(b).

IOAsg Q TrMnme k,&nm"(r. nXk
2(2I+1)—

[ sing(~Anm[ 2 ~gnm[2)
2I+ 1 nm

+cos82 ReA n"*Bnm]. (22)

The rotation measures the polarization in the direction
ngky when the incident beam is polarized in the
direction nXk, ; see Fig. 1(c).

IORsr —— p Tr&" a nXk;Mn tc nXkr
2 (2I+ 1) nm

p Re {singA nmIl —n—m*

2I+1 nm

+COS 8 (A nmA —n—mn I3n mI3 n m4) ) (23—)—

The remaining observable is the depolarization which
gives the polarization along n after scattering when the
incident beam is polarized along n:

1
A(8) =—E[(~+1)(Si+—1)+f(Sr—1)]

2ik i

XPP(cosg), (25)
1

Il(g) = P[S,+—S;]P,'(cosg).
2ik ~

(26)

Equation (10) and (11) are the generalizations of (25)
and (26). Since Eqs. (10) and (11) give sums over I,
S, S', and l, we see that when V~ =0 thereisastrong
check on the amplitudes, as differences of many terms
must give the same results as Eqs. (25) and (26). If the
spin-orbit interaction is zero the scattering matrix
elements are diagonal in S and independent of J, see
Eq. (5). The only nonzero amplitudes then are A

and 8 +' .Hence, the polarization is zero.

X Vr,h(r) or I4a2vr, h(r). The usual spin-orbit term
couples the channels; S=I~-,'. If V~, is zero, the poten-
tial is just the usual optical-model potential; however,
the formulation is complicated and in order to calculate
the non-spin-flip and spin-flip amplitudes Ap" (8) and
8 p" (8) we must sum over /, J, S, and S'.

The scattering by the usual optical-model potential
is solved by coupling s to l to form j.Then, the spin-
orbit term is diagonal and the non-spin-flip, A (8), and
the spin-flip, B(8) amplitudes are obtained as a sum

over l and j:

IODn — p R e (A nmA —n—m8+IlnmIl —n—m4) (24)
2I+1 nm

From Eqs. (19), (21), (22), (23), and (24) we see that
measurements of Io(8), P(8), A (8), R(8), and D(8) give
the quantities,

P ([A ~a~nm[Ii [2)nm

Re P Anmtgnm

1m P Anm8Ilnm

Re Q A nmg —n—mo

and
(A nmA —n—m8 IinmIl —n—m4)

The choice of the channel-spin representation
provides a convenient check to the computer program
written to calculate the scattering. The spin-spin
interaction appears in the formalism [Eq. (5)] in a
simple manner. It is diagonal and equals —(I+1)4a'

III. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The calculations were carried out for several nuclei in
order to investigate the general effects of the spin-spin
interaction. Light, medium, and heavy nuclei were
chosen and nuclei of similar mass, but with different
spins were compared. The values of the optical poten-
tials were taken from Rosen ef al. ' and are given in
Table I. The radius parameter ro was taken as 1.25 F
and the diffuseness parameter a=0.65 F, except for
the surface absorpition potential (S~——0) when a was

taken to be 0.7 F. An estimate of the spin-spin interac-
tion strength was made by assuming that the target
spin is due solely to the odd particle and taking the
two-body force to be of the Rosenfeld mixture and
separable,

V(rt, r2) = Vo(a+~et'ea)P(rl)P(r2) . (27)

The spin-spin interaction arises from the e~ a2 term.
The interaction potential,

V = V,W(r)~ (p(r)e), —
' L. Rosen, J. G. Berry, A. S. Goldhaber, and K. H. Auerbach,

Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 34, 96 (1965).
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vr here target. The expectation value of e is just the polarization
(~(r)~) =p&olz(r, )~, Io). (29) of the target; hence when the target nucleus is assumed

In Eq. (29), IO) is the ground-state wave function oi to consist of a spherical core plus an odd particle in
the target and the sum is over the nucleons in the state lnl/), then only the odd particle contributes to
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Fn. 2. {a) The differential elastic-scattering cross section of
neutrons scattered by 'VAl, I=~, at E„=4.0 MeV for VI,=0.0
and 7.68 MeV. (b) The polarization and depolarization of neutrons
scattered by "Al at E„=4.0 MeV for Vi =0.0 and 7.68 MeV.
(c) The rotation and asymmetry of neutrons scattered by "Al
at E„=4.0 MeV for Vy, =0.0 and 7.68 MeV.
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the sum in Eq. (29). Thus,

&(»)Ill~ll (»)»
(F(r)rr) = I R

&(»)IIIIII (»)»

where E=J'R„P(r)F (r)r'dr, and I is the average value
of the target spin. Substituting the analytical expression
for the W coeKcient in Eq. (30) we obtain

V= —Vr,F(r)I rr,

=I ( 1)l+1 s I——

LI(I+1)j'"
X (2s+1)(2I+1)W(sIsI: /1)R, (30)

where
l(3+1)—0.75

Vr.= (—1)'+' VsbE 1—
I(I+1)

1.0

0.5—
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Fxe. 3. (a) The differential elastic-scattering cross section of
neutrons scattered by "Si,I= ~2 at E =4.0 MeV for VI,=0.0 and
7.68 MeV. (h) The polarization and depolarization oi neutrons
scattered by "Si at E„=4.0 MeV for VI, =0.0 and 7.68 MeV.
(c) The rotation and asymmetry of neutrons scattered by "Si at
E„=4.0 MeV for VI, ——0.0 and 7.68 MeV.
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Fxo. 4. (a) The differential elastic-scattering cross section of
neutrons scattered by "V, I=-,'at E„=4.0 MeV for VI, =0.0 and
7.68 MeV. (b) The polarization and depolarization of neutrons
scattered by "V at E„=4.0 MeV for VI, =0.0 and 7.68 MeV.
(c) The rotation and asymmetry of neutrons scattered by "V at
E„=4.0 for VI, =0.0 and 7.68~MeV.
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Taking U0=50 MeV, b=0.7, F(r) =4a'h(r), 1=2, and

j=—,', we obtain E=0.2 and VI, is of the order of 3 MeV.
Collective efforts are likely to increase the value of VI ',

hence we take Vg, =3.84 and 7.68 MeV and assume
the I dependence is small. The greater I is, the greater
the core polarization, and hence, the greater the collec-

tive contribution to Vy, , hence the assumption of I
independence is reasonable.

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the results are presented for the

scattering of 4-MeV neutrons elastically scattered by
7A1(I=~), Si(I=—), and 'V(I=27) for Ug, =0.0 and

7.68 MeV. The depolarization was calculated assuming
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l.o =

0.5—

O

0.0
CL

C)

-0.5—

DEPOLA

the incident beam is 100% polarized along the direction
I, similarly the rotation and asymmetry were calculated
for the incident beam 100% polarized in the direction
n)&k;. The minima in the differential elastic scattering
occur when the real and imaginary parts of the non-
spin-Qip amplitudes are approximately zero. The
characteristic structure in the polarization (i.e., rapid
change in sign of P) and the rapid fluctuations in D,
R, and A are all due to both the real and imaginary
parts of A»" (8)=zero.

In Fig. 5 we illustrate D and R as a function of Vy

for the reaction '~AI(e, m)"Al.
The eGect of the spin-spin interaction is greatest for

large values of I. However, changes induced in the
differential elastic scattering and the polarization by
VI„would probably be reproduced by taking VI,=0
and varying the remaining parameters.

The most characteristic effect due to V~, is seen in
D and in R (0= 180). For large angles the depolarization
departs from unity and approaches zero for angles
corresponding to the minima in the elastic scattering.
For 0=180' and Vr, ——0 we can see from Eq. (23)
that R(180)= —1. However, Vq, causes R(0=180) to
approach zero as I increases.

For the scattering of neutrons by "Al we investigated
the energy dependence of do/dQ, I', D, R, and A. For
Vr =0.0 the fv2 wave resonantes at Z„=4.2 MeV
the functions fsa~(r) for J =0 to 6 will all resonate for
E near 4.0 MeV, and hence we expect to see structure
in do/dQ, I', D, R, and A as a function of E .
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In Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 we present the results for
V =50 MeV, S"=0, V,=6 MeV, o=1.3 F, d
a=0.65 F. The energy dependence of the elastic
scattering is illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7, for 0=160
and 90', respectively. For W= 1.0 MeV we see (Fig. 6)
that the single-particle resonances are spread over
several hundred keV and no longer show up. For
Vl.=7.68 MeV, the resonances occur at 8„=2.96, 3.76,
and 4.45 MeV when the imaginary part of 533~', for
l=3, J=1, 2, and 3, is zero and the real part of 533~'

is approximately —1. For J=4 and 5 the imaginary
part of 533 ' is zero for E„=5.20 and 5.56; however, the
resonances are wide and do not show up. When Vg,
=3.84 MeV, the imaginary part of 533~3 is zero at 3.06,
3.26, 3.58, 4.00, 4.48, and 4.82 MeU for J=O, 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5, respectively. However, the resonances are
not very distinct. As expected, the resonances which

I I 0

I'ro. 6. The elastic-scattering cross section at 8=160' for
neutrons scattered by "Al as a function of the neutron energy.
For 8 =1.0 MeV, the diffuseness parameter of the absorption
potential was taken to be 0.6 F.
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occur at the lowest energies (i.e., small J) are sharpest.
The energy dependence of the rotation is given in

I'ig. 8 and of the depolarization, polarization, and
asymmetry in Fig. 9. When 8'=1 MeV, the structure
in D, P, E, and A is lost. Elwyn et a/. have measured
the polarization and the cross section for the reaction
'rA1(n, n) ' Al for E„bel wo2. 2 MeV. They observe reso-
nances at intervals of 300—400 keV, which have widths of
100—200 keV and point out that the structure is not in-
consistent with an intermediate structure described by
Block and Feshbach~ and discussed qualitatively by
Kerman et a/. ' We have shown that a spin-spin interac-
tion generates resonances provided the absorption is
small. If the central potential V~ is increased, the reso-

' A. J. Elwyn, J.E.Monahan, R. O. Lane, and A. Langdorf, Jr.,
Nucl. Phys. 59, 113 (1964).

7 B. Block and H. Feshbach, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 23, 47 (1963).
8 A. K. Kerman, L. S. Rodberg, and J. E. Young, Phys. Rev.

Letters 11, 422 (1963).

FxG. 9. The energy dependence of the depolarization, polarization,
and asymmetry at 8= 1M' for neutrons scattered by ~7Al.

nances occur at lower energies and are narrower. Elwyn
et al. ' analyzed their results in terms of the optical model
in order to account for the general features of the elastic
scattering and polarization and took 8'=16.5 MeV.
We have shown that for 5"=1.0 MeV, the structure
due to the spin-spin interaction is lost, and therefore
the resonances observed by Elwyn are unlikely to be due
to a spin-spin interaction.

The simplest method of experimentally verifying the
existence of a spin-spin interaction would be to measure
the depolarization for angles corresponding to the
minima in the elastic scattering or for 8=180 . A value
of D diferent from unity would show the existence of
a spin-spin interaction.
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